
RILEY AND LUCAS FROM GIRL MEETS WORLD

Lucas and Riley went on their first date and shared their first kiss in the episode Girl Meets First Date. In Girl Meets the
New World, their relationship is discussed, .

Lucas told Riley that he thinks someday he might want to be a veterinarian. During lunch, Riley asked Maya if
she thinks that Lucas will sit with them. When Lucas asked Riley, Maya and Lucas if he could sit with them,
Riley said that there's always room for him. Later on at the party Lucas gets jealous when Charlie brings up
the couples game, Lucas doesn't want to play at first, but because Charlie edges him on, he accepts. In Girl
Meets the New World , they go on their second date as boyfriend and girlfriend however this was due to peer
pressure which causes them to feel awkward around each other. They go on their first date. Riley discovers
that Maya makes fun of Lucas because she likes him. In Girl Meets the New Year , during the couples game,
Maya and Lucas both eat their cards in order to avoid answering the questions that the cards had. This moment
is also shared with him and Maya. Lucas has feelings for Maya. Riley told Lucas that the easiest thing about
having friends is trusting them. Matthews' plan. She then watches the bull riding from afar and seems to be
scared when she sees Lucas fall off the bull. They went to the library together with Maya and Farkle. Riley
then says she doesn't want to date him and then hate each other after which makes him upset all over again.
Lucas asked Riley why was she was afraid of Maya's neighborhood. When they talk later, Josh finally admits
he likes Maya too. Riley was sad all during class. Girl Meets Belief Maya asks Lucas how he and Riley can
have faith in a higher power, and Lucas responds that most of his moments of faith come to him when it's
quiet. He still thinks he's too old for Maya, though, so he promises to "play the long game" and see how they
feel about each other in the future.


